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I just saw it half an hour ago. 

My problems with this.------
For starters, I have a problem with Magneto. And it's been a problem since movie one. He is the
master of magnetism. He can control it down to an atomic level. So what makes them think plastic
guns and cages and needles will do any good. I mean he snatched the iron right out of a guys body
and destroys his cage with bullet-like projectiles. And instead of using the electromagnetic fields on
earth to fly, he steps on a floating disc. Yes it was freakin awesome to see him rip a bridge up and
move it. But the man could've lifted the damn island instead, if he wanted.

Rogue. Where's the spunky Rogue I remember? I already had a problem with her dating Iceman. In
which case, Iceman gettin all freaky on Shadowcat didn't sit quite well either. But she LOST her
powers, she didn't give them up.

Jean. Ok, right off the bat. That schitzo crap aggrivated me. Big deal, she killed Cyclops. He was a
cannon fodder character to me anyways. And rule number one when dealing with Xmen. No one
ever stays dead. Except Warlock and Thunderbird.

Oh, and the girl that did the shockwave clap. In the New Mutants there was a GUY named Rictor
who could do that. 

Finally, I definately had a problem with Juggernaut. That damn accent, no acknowledgement of his
brother Xavier, and the fact that they didn't bother with the whole magical power instead of mutant
deal. It did provide a funny however, when Shadowcat stepped out of his way and let him hit the wall.

Having said all this. Once again I'm stuck being the exception to the norm. I still enjoyed it and intend
on buying it.
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